
It is easy to switch and
I noticed improvements in
my infusions right away.

GE T TO KNOWHIGH-FLO Q&A HIgH-Flo needles are designed as
part of a complete integrated infusion
system, with options for every patient.

-Joanna T., SCIg Patient

The FREEDOM60® and FreedomEdge® Syringe Infusion Systems, recision Flow Rate Tubing™ and
HIgH-Flo Subcutaneous Safety Needle Sets™ are registered trademarks of KORU Medical Systems
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:

info@korumedical.com

facebook.com/korumedical

instagram.com/korumedical

twitter.com/korumedical

FreedomEdge® Training Video:
bit.ly/fredgevideo

FREEDOM60® Training Video:
bit.ly/f60video

bit.ly/koruvids

Connections Blog:
korumedical.tumblr.com

Q. How do I know if I am using the correct
length needle?
A. Needle length should be
determined according to how
much sub-q tissue you have.
9 & 12 mm needles tend to
work well with average sized
patients; while 6 mm needles
may be needed for very
thin adults & children.
Similarly, larger patients
may require 14 mm needles.

Q. Why are they called “HIgH·Flo”?
A. Made for sub-q, 26 & 24 gauge HIgH-Flo
(high performance flow) sets offer faster infusion
rates than typical 27 gauge needle sets.
Note:  If you are transitioning from 27 gauge, your provider might
give you a different F-numbered Precision tubing set to keep your
infusion time similar.

Q. Why are they called “safety” needle sets?
A. The butterfly wings 'snap shut' at the ends,
to cover the needle after use. This feature is
designed to help prevent accidental
needle-stick injuries.
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Q. What needle set options do you offer?
A. HIgH-Flo needles come in various set
options to fit patients’ needs. Infuse with 1, 2,
3, 4, 5, or 6 sites. Available needle lengths are
4, 6, 9, 12 & 14 mm in 26 & 24* gauge.
*24 gauge sets are generally used for large volume infusions.
 Not available in 4 mm.
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Minimize tissue damage, scarring
and local site reactions with the
backcut needle tip design.

Needles stay in place after
insertion, without tenting,
due to the flexible, hinged
butterfly wings.

Protect against accidental
needle stick injuries with
the safety closure feature.

- Dave K., SCIg Patient & SP Sales Rep.

I’ve never had another subcutaneous needle
enter my skin so smoothly & painlessly, and
exit with such ease. The comfort of HIgH-Flo
is unparalleled, and I’ve tried them all!

- Maureen H.,
  SCIg Patient

The butterfly wings
on HIgH-Flo seem
a bit broader than
those of my previous
product. This helps
to secure the shorter 9mm needle in place
so it doesn't dislodge during infusion.  

Efficient & practical tubing length:
 •  Less likely to tangle
 •  Faster flow rates

HIgH·Flo needle
incision

other brand
incision 

The HIgH-Flo needle tubing length is shorter
than my previous product, and I like this…
I feel more secure with the shorter tubing.
- Maureen H., SCIg Patient

HIgH-Flo sub-q needles have
a more consistent flow rate
than others in the market.
- Gene B., RPh

Note: 24” Extension set available,
for patients who want longer length.

backcut
tip design

20”
for 26G sets

(24” for 24G sets)

The higher-quality 3M
 Tegaderm™ dressing that

is provided speaks to the way
they care about their customers...
a pleasant surprise.

- Ted S.,
SCIg Patient

Custom luer design provides 
even flow to every site.

FEATURE HIGHLIGHTS


